Presentation and renting instructions
Travelling exhibition

The Portuguese Jewish Diaspora:
New-christians, Crypto-jews, Marranos,
« People of the Nation »

(xvth - xxist century)

CHANDEIGNE
The history of the Portuguese Jewish diaspora in the Sephardic context remains little known. In 20 panels,
this exhibition tells its story, from the forced conversion of Portuguese Jews (1497) to the contemporary reminiscences of Marrano memories and its places of memory.
Persecuted by the Inquisition from 1536, the «New Christians» left Portugal, seeking a place to practice Judaism more or less freely. From the 16th to the 18th century, they participate in the profound socio-economic,
religious and intellectual changes that shifted the Western world into modernity.
In spite of the great geographical and religious dispersion of this diaspora – which includes converts who
became sincerely Christians, Jews, Marranos and crypto-Jews – it has managed to preserve a certain cohesion
which is manifested in language, literature, liturgy, architecture, patronymics and funerary art. Although composite, it shares a common destiny that will give rise to a new form of collective belonging, designated by the
term A Nação (the Nation).
The exhibition is proposed by les éditions Chandeigne and conceived by Livia Parnes.

Display device
Simple and modular, so that it can be adapted to different spaces, the exhibition includes :

Height & Weight : 20 panels on canvas banners (85 cm x 200 cm), about 1,5 kg each.
Hanging : 1. 20 roll-ups 2. Banners clipped to aluminum bars with 2 hooks on upper banner.
Transport : 20 Roll-ups. Total weight 25 kg / Carton box 90 x 25 x 25cm. Total weight 32 kg.
3 vidéos (short films) : focus on places, synagogues, communities. Visible according to the layout of the place : on one
or more computers; projection on a wall etc. (Standard format MP4 or equivalent).
14 codes QR embedded in the panels, connecting to a companion site for further knowledge.
Communication materiel : Tri-fold flyer (A4 format) and Poster supplied (in pdf color files).

Exhibition fee
Renting : 500 € for 15 days + 125 € for each additional week.
Insurance : the borrower undertakes to have a comprehensive insurance contract
for a value of 2000 € (from the pick-up day to the day of return).
Transport : at the expense of the borrower ; it can be carried out in a commercial
vehicle.
For any other duration, please get in touch with us so that we can provide you with a
fee adapted to your request.
On the occasion of the exhibition in your establishment, complementary and adapted
actions can be proposed to you to extend the exploration of the subject (conferences,
screenings, lectures...).
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